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✤Automatic speech recognition (ASR) errors are still unavoidable
✤ Impact of ASR errors

✦ Information retrieval,
✦ Speech to speech translation,
✦ Spoken language understanding,
✦ Subtitling
✦ Etc.
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✤Detection and correction of ASR errors
✦ Improve recognition accuracy: using post processing of ASR outputs [S. 

Stoyanchev et. al 2012, E. Pincus et. al 2014]
✦ Decrease word error rate using of confusion networks (CN) [L. Mangu et. al 2000]

✦ Correct erroneous words in CNs [Y. Fusayasu et. al 2015]

✦ Improve post-processing of ASR outputs using CNs 
- Propose alternative word hypotheses when ASR outputs are corrected by 

a human on post-edition

‣ CN bins don’t have a fixed length and sometimes contain one or two words
‣ Number of alternatives to correct a misrecognized word is very low
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➡ Approach of CN enrichment 
✦ Assumption: words in the same bin should be close in terms of acoustics and /or 

linguistics
✦ New similarity measure computed from acoustic and linguistic word embeddings

➡ Evaluation
✦ Predict potential ASR errors for rare words 
✦ Enrich CN to improve post-edition of automatic transcriptions
✦ Propose semantically relevant alternative words to ASR outputs for Spoken 

Langage Understanding (SLU) system
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✤ f: speech segments → ℝn is a function for mapping speech 
segments to low-dimensional vectors.

words that sound similar = neighbors in the continuous space 
✤Successfully used in: 

✦ Query-by-example search system [levin et al, 2013, kamper et al, 2015]
✦ ASR lattice re-scoring system [S. Bengio and Heiglod 2014]
✦ ASR Error detection [S. Ghannay et al,  2016]

WORD EMBEDDINGS
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Acoustic embeddings 
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WORD EMBEDDINGS
ACOUSTIC EMBEDDINGS-ARCHITECTURE
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neural approach, we will use word embeddings which permit
us to take advantage of some generalizations extracted during
the construction of this continuous representation. Different ap-
proaches have been proposed to build word embeddings through
neural networks. These approaches can differ in the type of ar-
chitecture and the data used to train the model. Hence, they
can capture different types of information: semantic, syntac-
tic, etc. In our previous studies [5, 11], we evaluated differ-
ent kinds of word embeddings, including word2vecf on depen-
dency trees [12], skip-gram provided by word2vec [13], and
GloVe [14]. These evaluations were carried on ASR error de-
tection, natural language processing, analogical and similarity
tasks. We revealed that the combination of word embeddings
through auto-encoder yields the best results compared to the
other combination approaches (PCA and simple concatenation).
Based on the results of these studies, we propose to use the best
word embeddings (the three ones cited above) retained from the
evaluation task [11] and to combine them with auto-encoder as
in [5]. A detailed description of the word embeddings and the
combination approaches is presented in [11, 5].

3. Acoustic word embeddings
3.1. Building acoustic word embeddings

The approach we used to build acoustic word embeddings is
inspired from the one proposed in [8]. Word embeddings are
trained through a deep neural architecture, depicted in figure 1,
which relies on a convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier
over words and on a deep neural network (DNN) trained by us-
ing a triplet ranking loss [8, 15, 16]. This architecture was pro-
posed in [8] with the purpose to use the scores derived from the
word classifier for lattice rescoring. The two architectures are
trained using different inputs: speech signal and orthographic
representation of the word.
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Figure 1: Deep architecture used to train acoustic word embed-
dings.

The CNN is trained to predict a word given an acoustic se-
quence of T frames as input. It is composed of a number of
convolution and pooling layers, followed by a number of fully
connected layers which feeds into the final softmax layer. The
final fully connected layer just below the softmax one is called
embedding layer s (it was called e in [8]). It contains a compact
representation of the acoustic signal. This representation tends
to preserve acoustic similarity between words, such that words
are close in this space if they sound alike.

The idea behind using the second architecture is to be able
to build an acoustic word embedding from orthographic word
representation, especially in order to get an acoustic word em-
beddings for words not already observed in an audio speech
signal. More, a such acoustic word embedding derived from
an orthographic representation can be perceived as a canonical
acoustic representation for a word, since different prononcia-
tions imply different embeddings s.

Like in [8], orthographic word representation consists on a
bag of n-grams (n  3) of letters, composed of 10222 trigrams,
bigrams, and unigrams of letters, including special symbols [
and ] to specify the start and the end of a word. Then, we use an
auto-encoder to reduce the size of this bag of n-grams vector to
d-dimension. To check the performance of the resulting ortho-
graphic representation, a neural network is trained to predict a
word given this orthographic representation. It reaches 99.99%
of accuracy on the training set composed of 52k words of the
vocabulary, showing the richness of this representation.

Similar to [8], a DNN was trained by using the triplet rank-
ing loss [8, 15, 16] in order to project the orthographic word
representation to the acoustic embeddings s obtained from the
CNN architecture, which is trained independently. It takes as
input a word orthographic representation and outputs an embed-
ding vector of the same size as s. During the training process,
this model takes as inputs the acoustic embedding s selected
randomly from the training set, the orthographic representation
of the matching word o+, and the orthographic representation of
a randomly selected word different to the first word o�. These
two orthographic representations supply shared parameters in
the DNN.

We call t = (s, w+, w�) a triplet, where s is the acoustic
signal embedding, w+ is the embedding obtained through the
DNN for the matching word, while w� is the embedding ob-
tained for the wrong word. The triplet ranking loss is defined
as:

Loss = max(0,m�Simdot(s, w
+)+Simdot(s, w

�)) (1)

where Simdot(x, y) is the dot product function used to com-
pute the similarity between two vectors x and y, and m is a
margin parameter that regularizes the margin between the two
pairs of similarity Simdot(s, w

+) and Simdot(s, w
�). This

loss is weighted according to the rank in the CNN output of the
word matching the audio signal.

The resulting trained model can then be used to build an
acoustic embedding (w+) from any word, as long as one can
extract an orthographic representation from it.

3.2. Evaluation

In the literature [6, 7], the evaluation of the acoustic word em-
beddings was conducted on a word discrimination task devel-
oped for this purpose [17]. This task consists on deciding
whether two words are similar or not based on their acoustic
representation. In [6, 7], the authors use two collections of
words (train and test) from the Switchboard English corpus for
the evaluation. For each pair of words in the test set the co-
sine distance is computed between their embeddings. The two
words are classified as similar or different by applying a thresh-
old on their distance, and a precision-recall curve is obtained by
varying the threshold.

In this study, we propose to build different evaluation sets
in French language in order to assess the acoustic word embed-
dings (w+) performances on orthographic and phonetic sim-
ilarity and homophones detection tasks. As a remainder, the

Approach inspired by [Bengio and Heiglod 2014]
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LINGUISTIC EMBEDDINGS
COMBINED WORD EMBEDDINGS

Evaluation and combination of word embeddings 
[S.Ghannay et al.  SLSP 2015, LREC 2016]

✤ ASR error detection
✤ NLP tasks
✤ Analogical and similarity tasks

✤ building a co-occurrence matrix
✤ estimating continuous representations 

of the words

w2vf-deps [O. Levy et al. 2014]
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Principal Component Analysis

➡ Combination of word embeddings through PCA yields 
good results on analogical and similarity task
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✦ Optimisation of ℷ value: 

✤ Enriching confusing network by adding nearest neighbors 
✦ Based on cosine similarities (ASim, LSim) of acoustic and linguistic 

embeddings

SIMILARITY MEASURE TO ENRICH 
CONFUSION NETWORKS (1/2)
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LASimInter(�, x, y) = (1� �)⇥ LSim(x, y) + �⇥ASim(x, y)

�̂ = argmin�MSE(8(h, r) : P (h|r), LASimInter(�, h, r))
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SIMILARITY MEASURE TO ENRICH 
CONFUSION NETWORKS (2/2)
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✤ Nearest neighbors of the hypothesis word portables

Enriching confusion networks for post-processing 5

Table 3 shows an example of hypothesis word and its nearest neighbors. As ex-
pected, the neighbors of any given word seem linguistically similar when induced by
linguistic word embeddings, and sound like it when they are induced by the acoustic
ones. By combining acoustic and linguistic word similarities (LASimInter), it is also
possible to restrict the neighborhood to words close to any given word both linguisti-
cally and acoustically.

Nearest neighbors of the French word ’portables’, pronounced \pOKtabl\
LSim ASim LASimInter

téléphones, ordinateurs, portable, portatif portable, portant, portants, portait portable, portant, portatif, portait
telephones, computers, portable, portable portable, carrying, racks, carried portable, carrying, portative, carried

\telefOn\\OKdinatœK\\pOKtabl\\pOKtatif\ \pOKtabl\\pOKtã\\pOKtã\\pOKtE\ \pOKtabl\\pOKtã\\pOKtã\\pOKtE\

Table 2: Nearest neighbors of the hypothesis word ’portables’, with some translations
in English and their pronunciation in French. ’portables’ is a French word pronounced
\pOKtabl\that can be translated to the same word ’portables’ in English

Nearest neighbors of the French word ’portables’,
pronounced \pOKtabl\

LSim téléphones, ordinateurs, portable, portatif
telephones, computers, portable, portable
\telefOn\\OKdinatœK\\pOKtabl\\pOKtatif\

ASim portable, portant, portant, portait
portable, carrying, racks, carried

\pOKtabl\\pOKtã\\pOKtã\\pOKtE\
LASimInter portable, portant, portatif, portait

portable, carrying, portable, carried

\pOKtabl\\pOKtã\\pOKtatif\\pOKtE\

Table 3: Nearest neighbors of the hypothesis word ’portables’, with some translations
in English and their pronunciation in French. ’portables’ is a French word pronounced
\pOKtabl\that can be translated to the same word ’portables’ in English

4 Experimental setup

We present in this section the performance of the similarity measure LASimInter(�, h, r)
on two tasks: prediction of ASR potential errors for rare words and enrichment of con-
fusion networks.
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✤ Training data of acoustic embeddings
✦ 488 hours of French Broadcast news (ESTER1, ESTER2 et EPAC)
✦Vocabulary : 45k words and classes of homophones
✦Occurrences : 5.75 millions

✤ Training data of the linguistic word embeddings
Corpus composed of 2 billions of words:

✦ Articles of the French newspaper ”Le Monde”, 
✦ French Gigaword corpus,  
✦ Articles provided by Google News,
✦ Manual transcriptions: 400 hours of French broadcast news.
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✤ Experimental data
✦ ETAPE corpus  of French broadcast news shows

- Enriched with automatic transcriptions generated by the LIUM 
ASR system

✦List of substitution errors:
- SubTrain: estimate the interpolation coefficient 
- SubTest: evaluate the performance of the Confusion Network 

(CN) enrichment approach
- CN bins: Percentage of confusion network bins according to 

their sizes 

Name WER Sub.Err. #sub. Error 
pairs (ref, hyp)

Train 25.3 10.3 30678

Test  21.9 8.3 4678

Description of the 
experimental corpus

0

7,5

15

22,5

30

1 2 3 4 5 6 [7-12]�11



✤ Two Evaluation tasks
✦ Task 1: prediction of errors for rare words (a = ref, b = hyp)
✦ Task 2: post processing of ASR errors (a = hyp, b = ref)
➡ Given a word pair (a,b) in a list L of m substitution errors
➡ looking for b in list N of the n nearest words of a based on the similarity 

measure Γ:  ASim, or LSim, or LASimInter

✤ Evaluation score:

EXPERIMENTS
TASKS AND EVALUATION SCORE

 Experimental setup  
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 Experimental results 
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S(�, n) =

Pm
i=1 f(i,�, n)⇥#(ai, bi)Pm

i=1 #(ai, bi)

Enriching confusion networks for post-processing 7

4.3 Tasks and evaluation score

We propose in this study two evaluation tasks: the prediction of errors for rare words
(task1) and the correction of ASR errors (task2).

Given a word pair (a,b) in a list L of m substitution errors, the evaluation tasks
consist on looking for the word b in the list N(a,�, n) of the n nearest neighbors of
a, computed through the similarity � . In our experiments, the similarity can be LSim,
ASim or LASimInter.

The evaluation score is calculated by varying the size n and computing the precision
at n of finding the word b. The precision at n computed for all the word pairs in the
list L, taking into account their occurrence frequencies in the evaluation corpus, is called
S(�, n) and computed as follows:

S(�, n) =

Pm
i=1 f(i,�, n)⇥#(ai, bi)Pm

i=1 #(ai, bi)
(4)

where f is defined as :

f(i,�, n) =

⇢
1 if bi ⇢ N(ai,�, n)
0 otherwise

where i corresponds to the ith word pair (ai, bi) of L, ai and bi are defined according
to the evaluation tasks:

– task1: bi corresponds to the hypothesis word h and ai is the reference word r,
– task2: bi corresponds to reference word r and ai is the hypothesis word h.

5 Experimental results

5.1 Prediction of potential ASR errors for rare words

To compare the performance of the combined similarity to the linguistic and acoustic
ones, we evaluate them on ASR errors prediction task for rare words. These latter are
defined as the reference words not seen in the training corpus of the ASR system. This
is why the SubTest list was filtered to keep only the errors (misrecognized reference
words) not seen in Train. It is composed of 538 pairs of substitution errors, named
SubTestRarewords. For each reference word r in the SubTestRarewords we derive their
30 nearest neighbors from the ASR vocabulary, based on linguistic, acoustic or com-
bined similarities. That results to three similarity lists named respectively ListSimL,
ListSimA, and ListSimInter.

Figure 2 illustrates the results of predicting errors for rare words using the lists de-
scribed above, by varying their sizes from 1 to 30. We observe that the results are in
favor of ListSimInter followed by ListSimA: this shows that our proposition to op-
timize the interpolation weight to combine ListSimL and ListSimA is relevant. The
interesting area in this figure is the left part, which shows the results of the prediction
when the list of errors is short. When this list is composed of only one word, the pre-
diction is correct 11% of the time. This must be analyzed in light of the vocabulary size
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✤ Prediction of potential error for rare words
✦ List of rare words : 538 pairs of substitution errors
✦ Lists: ListSimL, ListSimA, ListSimInter of nearest neighbors to the reference word (r)
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✤ The similarity LASimInter is used to: 
✦ Enrich confusion networks bins with nearest neighbors of hypothesis (hyp) word

- Evaluation on post processing of automatic transcriptions 

EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

ListCN ListErichCN

P@6 0,17 0,21 (+23,5%)
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✤ The similarity LASimInter is used to: 
✦ Expand the automatic transcriptions (1-best) provided for a spoken language 

understanding (SLU) system -> build confusion networks
- Task: correction of semantically relevant erroneous word 
- Data: French MEDIA corpus (1257 dialogues for hotel reservation)

- Evaluation corpus: 1204 occurrences of semantically relevant erroneous words

EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Enrich1-best

P@6 0,206
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CONCLUSION
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✤ Take benefit from linguistic and acoustic embeddings:
✦ Enrich confusion networks (CN)
➡ Improve post-processing

✤ Compute a similarity function LASimInter optimized to ASR error 
correction

✦ Relevant lists of nearest neighbors linguistically and acoustically 
✦ Enrich CN and increase the potential correction of erroneous words by 23%
✦ Propose 6 alternative words to 1-best hypotheses carrying on semantics to be 

exploited by the SLU module 
➡ These alternatives contain the correct words in 20.6% of the cases



Thank you !
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